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Adriana Chiesa Enterprises

MOZART’S TRILOGY:

LE NOZZE DI FIGARO - DON GIOVANNI - COSI FAN TUTTE

DIRECTED BY
FRANCESCO RANIERI MARTINOTTI

STARRING

MAX VON SYDOW
DIRECTED BY ETTORE SCOLA

GERARD DEPARDIEU SERGIO CASTELLITTO

DIRECTED BY

GIANFRANCO MINGOZZI

VENICE FILM FESTIVAL

OFFICIAL SELECTION

MANY AWARDS INCLUDING
● NEWPORT BEACH

BEST FILM - BEST ACTOR
● DAVID DI DONATELLO

BEST ACTOR

DIRECTED BY

SILVIO SOLDINI

DIRECTED BY

PASQUALE SCIMECA

At MIPTV - Mobile + 39 335 8265 5984

TOSCA by G. Puccini - MASS by Leonard Bernstein - MARIA CALLAS MEMORIAL
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The documentary genre has been around as an alternative
avenue for the passions of independent producers and
directors alike. Largely confined to the small screen, due
to its often-perceived limited appeal, the Documentary is
gaining in importance as another reflection of our society.
As the events documented encroach increasingly on the
realities of our lives, documentaries open the doors to
more subjective and poignant topics, encouraging more
debate and intelligent reasoning on the part of the audi-
ence to events it portrays. Two different documentaries
have gone through the roof in admissions in France. Our
French Correspondent Olivier Krasker Rosen looks at the
documentary and its meteoric rise in French cinemas in
2002 and its impact on society.
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In my editorial column for this month, I am like a tigress caught in a cage
frustrated that as an individual free thinking human being, my position
within the society, and indeed the position of 70% of society is helpless,

against the wave of destruction, hat it appears inevitably will take place. For
generations our forefathers fought for DEMOCRACY, and yet in twelve
short months and it has not stopped, democracy worldwide does not exist,
and yet the powers to be would lead us to believe that it does

Article V1 
Authority of the 

Constitution Amendment 1

The globalization of the world has achieved many far reaching
benefits collectively for the global society as a whole, we
collectively trade and develop internationally by reaching out to

secure largely wealth, perhaps too long at the disadvantage of the newer
developing countries, but it is ‘widely accepted it’s international commerce’
but has our society over reached itself so far, that the people of the western
countries no longer have ‘individual freedom’ which it is deemed comes
with ‘material wealth’?

The Bill of Rights 1791 
Amendment 1

By definition of ‘our democratic’ society we have the unassailable
right to be heard, far and wide we have protested, and yet its as if
collectively we are of no value, until the next General or Presidential

Election. How powerful is one mortal man whom the UK and US hold
responsible for terrorism that the government of the people by the people
for the people’s, only solution is to go WAR ON THE WORLD, from which
the repercussions are not guaranteed. Economically daily we see the effects,
daily is how 7 billion people live their lives, when jobs are lost who will
feed the children?

By going to War this individual believes he has won the game,
because the complexion of the world, how we view each other, how
we view other nations, will forever be changed and I am not

speaking of whom governs Iraq. Most importantly the majority of human
beings educated and with international intellect know that ‘the game of
world domination’ is a game of ‘Chess’, secure the ‘King’ and the game is
over. 

In some peoples eyes ‘that mortal man’ is a ‘King’, just as King Bush or
King Blair is to others, according to beliefs and or culture, so when one
plays ‘the game of world domination’ should not the resources be targetted
solely at disabling the King, or is it that ultimately the pawns have no
value and if that is the case it is should not surprise us that our voices are
not heard. 

The  faces that challenge democracy
from different perspectives

Questions
Questions
Questions

When, how, and why did the focus of attention
for the most wanted man on the planet shift to
a war on Iraq?

2003[MIPTTVV]
Elspeth Tavares
Publisher & Editor in Chief 
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Democracy
Government by the people: a form of government in which the supreme
power is vested in the people and exercised directly by them or by their
elected agents under a free electoral system. Political or social equality

Tyranny
Arbitrary or unrestrained exercise 

of power: despotic abuse of authority

Influence 
The capacity or power to produce effects on

others by intangible or indirect means.

Freedom
Exemption from external control, interference, regulation, The power to
make one’s own choices or decisions without constraint from within or

without. Self determination.

Liberty
Freedom from foreign rule independence. Freedom from bondage, cap-
tivity or physical restraint, freedom from external control or interfer-

ence, obligation etc. Freedom to choose.

Tolerance
Fair and objective attitude toward those whose opinions, practices,

race, religion, nationality differ from our own

Culture
The sum total of ways of living built up by a group of human beings 

and transmitted from one generation to another

Coerce
To compel by force, intimidation, without regard for individual desire or

volition.To dominate or control esp. by exploiting fear and anxiety 

Propaganda
Information or ideas methodically spread to promote 

or injure a cause, group or nation

The Evil Axis Of Nations Bent On Ignoring
Democracy In The 21st Century
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The Constitution's separation of the legislative, exec-
utive, and judicial branches of government, the
checks and balances of each branch against the other,
and the explicit guarantees of individual liberty were
all designed to strike a balance between authority and
liberty.

Congress shall make no law respecting an establish-
ment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise
thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the
press; or the right of the people peaceably to assem-
ble, and to petition the government for a redress of
grievances.
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The winners of the 2002 Directors
Guild of America Outstanding
Directorial Achievement Awards
and the recipients of the DGA's
2003 Lifetime Achievement
Awards were announced at the 55th
Annual DGA Awards Dinner at the
Century Plaza Hotel in Los
Angeles. Awards won included:
Outstanding Directorial
Achievement in a Feature Film,
Rob Marshall: Chicago, Marshall's
first DGA Award; Outstanding
Directorial Achievement in Movies
for Television, Mick Jackson:
Live From Baghdad HBO. This is
Jackson's third DGA Award. He

received the Outstanding
Directorial Achievement in Movies
For Television Award in 1995 for
Indictment: The Mc Martin Trial,
and again in 1999 for Tuesdays
With Morrie. Carl Reiner hosted
the Awards ceremony that attracted
a record 1,650 guests, including
presenters: Alan Alda, Kathy Bates,
Cate Blanchett, Adrien Brody,
LeVar Burton, Gil Cates, Michael
C. Hall, Salma Hayek, Ron
Howard, Michael Keaton, Peter
Krause, Daniel Day-Lewis,
Julianne Moore, Joe Pesci, John C.
Reilly, Rob Reiner, Martin Sheen
and Steven Spielberg.

AFM 2003
CLOSES ON

A HIGH NOTE
Industry Attendance Jumps,

Buying Companies Up A Bump
The 2003 American Film Market
succeeded in broadening its indus-
try base while still attending to the
details of the business of film as the
number of industry attendees
soared 21% and buying companies
rose just over 1% compared to the
previous year, announced Jonathan
Wolf, managing director of the
AFM. A wide spectrum of exhibit-
ing companies also reported sales as
being strong. 
Total attendance at AFM 2003
increased 1% to 6,827 individual
attendees from 6,738 in 2002. (This
includes exhibitors' staff members
and their guests, buyers, industry
attendees, press, and AFMA
guests.) "The AFM is succeeding in
its mission begun three years ago of
both maintaining a vibrant sales
market while simultaneously
expanding its appeal to the indus-
try's above-the-line community,"
said Wolf. “Attendance at this year's
10 industry-produced seminars is
further evidence of the AFM's
growing audience,” he said. More

than 2,000 seminar tickets were
sold at AFM 2003, approximately
double last year's total. A total of
593 buying companies registered at
this year's AFM compared to 588 in
2002. 
While the number of buying com-
panies increased, the actual number
of individuals registered as buyers
dipped 1.5% to 1,302 from 1,327
last year. Countries showing
marked increases over last year
include Switzerland (up 42%),
Mexico (up 20%), and Spain (up
19%). Major countries registering
declines from 2002 were the United
Kingdom (down 20%) and
Germany (down 13%). Figures for
France and Italy remained flat. 
This year’s market also recorded a
spike in Middle Eastern buyers, up
45% over 2002 as well a 22%
increase in buyers from Turkey—
defying predictions that the loom-
ing war in the Middle East would
depress buyer attendance from
those territories. 

Fourteen New York premieres of
French films were presented at
Rendez-vous With French Cinema
2003 at the film society of Lincoln
Center by Unifrance and the French
Film Office/Unifrance USA together
with the French Cultural Services
sponsored by Air France and TV 5.
Every March, the annual festival
Rendez-Vous With French Cinema
takes place at the Walter Reade
Theater, giving New Yorkers the
opportunity to discover the latest
French hits. 
Nine of the films that premiered at
last year’s Rendez-Vous went on to
find distribution in the United States.
Rendez-Vous With French Cinema
2003 took place March 7 through
March 16. 
This year, the festival welcomed
world-renown director/producer
Claude Berri with his latest film,
Housekeeper. Olivier Assayas, with
the 2002 Cannes Competition entry
Demonlover, also attended. Benoît 

Jacquot returned with a filmed adap-
tation of Benjamin Constant’s classic
French novel Adolphe. This year’s
selection included six films by

women directors, five first features,
and, for the first time, four films by
actors-turned-directors.Several addi-
tional sidebar events were held in

conjunction with  Rendez-Vous With
French Cinema. The French Institute
Alliance Française honored leg-
endary film personalities Jeanne
Moreau and Claude Berri with retro-
spective tributes featuring films
rarely seen in the United
States.Jeanne Moreau Cet Amour-là,
which showed in last year’s Rendez-
Vous, opens in New York on April 2.
Rendez-Vous With French Cinema
2003 is presented by the Film Society
of Lincoln Center, Unifrance and The
French Film Office/Unifrance USA,
together with The French Cultural
Services. 
The festival is sponsored by Air
France and TV5, and co-sponsored
by Radio France International (RFI)
and Credit Industriel et Commercial.
Additional support is provided by
The Florence Gould Foundation,
LVMH, L.V.T. (Laser Video Titles)
and Laura Mercier Cosmetics. Anne
Crozat, Susan Norget P.R. and
Marketing.

A Birch Tree Meadow starring Amouk Aimee showcased in New York.

Rendez-Vous With French Cinema 2003

See AFM Editorial Review 
www.thebusinessoffilm.com

Chicago Takes 
DGA Award

PRODUCT PROFILE MIPTTVV 2003
Les Enfants de L’amour, Available From Cine-International
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THE BUSINESS CHART FINANCIAL UPDATE
Monitor

TRACKING THE FLUCTUATION OF THE US DOLLAR AGAINST KEY CURRENCIES
Taking a base of $10,000, the figures below show the average rate for each of the currencies against the US dollar 
during each of the years listed, the value of the currency on 10 March 2003 and the percentage change in rate since
The Business of Film update on 30 January 2003. The graphic chart shows US$ to Euro. Source: Thomson Financial Datastream

1982
1990
2001

1 April 2002

23 Oct 2002

30 Jan 2003

10 Mar 2003

% Update

5,732
5,711
6,919

6,942

6,462

6,042

6,127

1.82% 

2,489,000
1,494,000
1,113,200

1,334,600

1,241,600

1,191,600

1,164,850

-3.03% 

09,920
12,090
18,310

15,645

18,075

16,970

16,303

-3.77%

Pound
Sterling

Japanese
Yen

Australian
Dollar

30 Jan 2003

10 Mar 2003

% Update

122,065

121,880

-2.93%

42,765

42,490

-0.97%

47,800

47,650

-0.04%

S. Korea
Won

Thai
Baht

Indian
Rupee

6.913

6,725

-2.07% 

1,366

1,330

-1.87%

8,527

8,349

-1.44% 

Danish
Krone

Swiss
Franc

Swedish
Krona

735,250

755,300

1.74%

10,855

11,131

2.29%

3,558

3,506

-1.71%

Chilean
Peso

Mexican
Peso

Brazilian
Real

10/3/03

0.85

0.90

0.95

1.00

1.05

1.10

1.15

F M A M J J A S O N D J F M
US $ TO EURO SYNTHETIC (FTSE) - EXCHANGE RATE HIGH 1.10 7/3/03, LOW 0.86 1/2/02, LAST 1.10 7/3/03
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Since 1982, The Business Of Film has tracked the Pound Sterling,
French Franc, German Marc, Italian Lire, Spanish Peseta,
Japanese Yen and Australian Dollar. The chart to the left shows
the value of the dollar against the 3 remaining currencies which
are not part of the EEC (The Euro). The chart below shows 9 new
currencies we have introduced based on requests from our 
subscribers. On-line at www.thebusinessoffilm.com we will 
continue to track the European currencies until they expire. Next
issue we will be introducing more currencies based on what our
readership has told us it needs.

Tracking the Euro - $US to Euro From Feburary.(2002) - March.(2003)
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The globalization of the world into an inter-
national village with economics interde-
pendent on each other, sees a number of

countries worldwide embracing policies that will
not only interact within the borders of language or
similarity of culture but actively seek expansion
towards exchange of services and programming
prompted by the international need for product
and the accelerated needs and benefits of Co-pro-
duction. From the Pacific region’s Fiji Audio
Visual Commission and Singapore’s Media
Development Authority, to The Egyptian Media
Production City Co., all are actively looking to
foster international relationships, to meet their
countries’ individual requirements, to open fur-
ther those lines of communication that meet the
needs of a growing population with diversified
needs, and to augment GNP growth with needed
continued international stimulation.
The Egyptian Media Production City Co
(EMPC)., attends MIPTV in their second inter-
national presence seeking to acquire approxi-
mately 300 programming hours of drama series,
movies, documentaries, and animation as well as
variety programs. The emphasis on programming
needs is for European and American movies, doc-
umentaries in all subject matter including culture,
and drama series. The programming is required to

fill the slots of Private Terrestrial and Free
Satellite Stations across five countries in the
Middle East. The product bought is either subti-
tled or dubbed for each country.
Eng. Hafez Chairman and Admed Sami Badawi
oversee the acquisition of product for this large
entity involved in production and production
services for the Middle East. Admed Sami
Badawi commented, "Prior to MIPCOM in 2002
we were seeking programming to fulfill our own
needs, however over the last nine months, we
have expanded to buy product for TV stations as
well as private companies in Dubai, Saudi Arabia,
Abou Dabi Qatar and Libya, that have a 24-hour
programming requirements." Egyptian Media
Production City Co. – located just 10 km from the
pyramids of Giza and 30 km from downtown
Cairo, in the Sixth of October City – was inaugu-
rated five years ago and envisioned to be the
Hollywood of the East. The studio complex occu-
pies an area of two million square meters divided
into three sectors housing 29 studios equipped
with cutting-edge technology. The Technical
Operation Center (T.O.C) consists of: two A/B
Roll non-linear editing suites, three Offline non-
linear Editing suites, A/B Roll linear editing suite,
High tech non-linear suite, Cut edit suites, VTR
multi function room, Dubbing studio, Subtitling,
two Teledyne suites, ten cinematic outdoor shoot-
ing areas, a five-star hotel, a conference center,
theatres, cinemas, a shopping mall, and an amuse-
ment park. Badawi continued, "We are also look-
ing to do co-productions with international com-
panies, where we can offer them very cost effec-
tive production cost in comparison to USA and
Europe because of the cost of labor in our coun-
try. Many of our lead production people were
trained overseas and our staff hone their skills
daily on the vast amount of product we produce
ourselves at the studio. In addition, the price of
the US Dollar is increasing against the Egyptian
pound, and we are located in the media free zone
where there is no tax, and no tax on the importa-

tion of equipment. We are able to facilitate any
permits for shooting inside the Pyramids, and
other such locations".

S
ince embarking on its business plan for
expanded international co-operations,
the company has sold its in-house

product to countries such as Indonesia, India,
and Mexico, and brought a series of
programming from European companies.
Admed Sami Badawi concluded, " We would
like to build relationships with our suppliers,
working closely with them to adjust if neces-
sary any programming to meet our cultural
needs, however we recently received 30 tapes
for a possible acquisition from a German com-
pany that needed no adjusting in its content at
all. With our extensive connections throughout
the Middle East, we also want to explore with
international companies representation of their
product amongst the Arab speaking countries
after adding dubbing and/or translation”
Egyptian Media Production City Co. is backed
by the government of Egypt with 42% owned
by the Egyptian Radio & TV Unions (ERTU)
and private investors and banks. 

Eng. Hafez Chairman Ahmed Sami Badawi

The Hollywood Of The East - The Production Connection
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Oh Max, Available From Colorland Animation
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T1 Formula Navy Cup, Available From Comarex
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The documentary genre has been around as an alternative avenue for the passions of independent pro-
ducers and directors alike. Largely confined to the small screen, due to its often-perceived limited

appeal, the Documentary is gaining in importance as another reflection of our society. As the events
documented encroach increasingly on the realities of our lives, documentaries open the doors to more
subjective and poignant topics, encouraging more debate and intelligent reasoning on the part of the
audience to events it portrays. Two different documentaries have gone through the roof in admissions
in France. Our French Correspondent Olivier Krasker Rosen looks at the documentary and its mete-

oric rise in French cinemas in 2002 and its impact on society.

Cinema is the land of Imagination; but
Imagination squeezes the possibilities of
the real world providing itself as the ulti-

mate experience(s). Therefore instead of a "based
on a true story" movie, if possible one would pre-
fer to see the real story of the true story! In fact, it’s
not a choice between making the story a fiction or
a documentary. The fact is that the documented
events of the world need to be shown through raw
lenses. In France, two of the finest documentary
releases presented at Cannes 2002, have been two
of the most profitable, appreciated and awarded
films of this year. Was 2002 the year when the doc-
umentary was brought back into the first rows dur-
ing the Cannes Film Festival? Not since 1956
when The Silent World earned the Palme d' Or at
Cannes, have documentaries such as Bowling for
Columbine from Michael Moore and Etre et
Avoir (To be and To Have) from Nicolas Philibert
raised the financial bar of the documentary genre
to the same "level" as other genre, with the same
ingredients: a good story, strong characters, emo-
tion and … authenticity! The French public have
visited French theatres in astonishing numbers
throughout 2003 to discover this unusual vision of
the world with the same deep and unconscious
desire to be fed by emotion – no more nor any less
– than for fiction genres. And the numbers are

growing. Bowling for Columbine, remains on
French screens, with 860,000 admissions – a good
score in France – against for example Insomnia
(Warner – 950,000) and more than the block-
busters Sum of All fears (Universal – 764,791),
The Bourne Identity (Universal – 749,000), and
Austin Powers 3 (New Line – 695,700). Etre et
Avoir, a French documentary on a French school
experience garnered: 1,666,861 admissions stand-
ing tall between Stuart Little 2 (Columbia –
2,000,000) and Peter Pan 2 (1,638,660) and far
ahead of Lilo and Stitch, Panic room, XXX, and
Spirit. 

The Documentary genre has broken through
the glass ceiling. Until the beginning of
2003 the documentary genre had sustained

its position using the same network, spreading in a
wide number of theatres, and satisfying the most
hesitant distributors. Documentaries due to be
released in 2003, and hoping to emulate the suc-
cess of Bowling for Columbine and Etre et
Avoir, include a broad canvas of French, Belgian
and American product: Last Party 2000 (Donovan
Leitch and Rebecca Chaiklin), The Trials of
Henry Kissinger (Eugene Jarecki), Davos, Porto
Alegre et Autres Batailles (Vincent Glenn),
Décryptage (Philippe Benssoussan), and Iran
Sous le Voile des Apparences (Thierry Michel.)

Documentary:
The Ultimate & Last Window

of Freedom? 
Although documentaries are relatively new on the
big screen film landscape, it is worth noting that the
most important crisis in the history of Cinema
appeared to be provoked in the name of needing a
return to reality – from the films of Robert Flaherty
in the 20’s to the "militant cinema" of the 70’s,
through the social stream of the 30’s (Vigo,
Buñuel…), the "Neo-réalism", the" Nouvelle
vague", the "Free English cinema" and the North
American "Direct cinema". 
When we look back to the pioneer leaders who
have shaped the documentary genre, like Raymond
Depardon (Une Partie de Campagne, Reporters,
Urgences…) or DA Pennebaker and Chris
Hegedus (Town Bloody Hall –1979, The War
Room – 1993…), we should remember it was dif-
ficult for the world of documentary – especially in
the US – to survive. But they thrived and succeed-
ed, proving to audiences worldwide the inherent
dramas to be found in ‘raw’ human stories. These
pioneers created the documentary genre "to bring
the immediacy of photojournalism to film". The
development of the first fully portable 16mm syn-
chronized camera and sound system, enabled
Pennebaker and his colleagues to document the
young John F. Kennedy Jr’s primary election battle
against Hubert H. Humphrey. That singular
approach provided a realism and immediacy not
previously seen in the ‘filmed’ genre, and a new
style was born: "Cinema vérité" by Europeans and
"Direct cinema" in the US. The world of filmmak-
ing has never been quite the same since.

Throughout the present period of
globalization and turmoil, the camera is the
antidote to ‘fear’ set in the wheels of global

gear. The documentary provides the means to
understand the world or at least to identify the
cause and the mechanics of that fear. It’s a kind of
global human homeopathy. You’re afraid, and
someone shows you the face (Mirror) of your fear.
Then one might feel better within the true world.
We are not alone in this fear. What you’ve seen,
your neighbor is also aware of. Ultimately, you
might understand that you too are responsible up to
a certain point, and you can react and decide to act. 
If we could only view documentaries on TV, the
result might not be the same. In the dark and in
front of the big screen, your hand cannot surf the
cable stations, and your eyes cannot escape the
image on the big screen. There is nothing else to
distract your focus. Today when worldwide televi-
sion speaks with one voice and the majority of the
international press sings big brother’s song,
Documentaries might be the only strong tools of
action and expression in the hands of the real inde-
pendents. At the recent Cesar Awards in France
Bowling for Columbine received the Award for
Best Foreign Picture and Etre et Avoir received the
Award for Best Editing. Bowling for Columbine
has become the highest grossing documentary in
Australia of all time. At the recent Writers Guild of
America Awards it received Best Original
Screenplay.

THE DOCUMENTARY: AN EXCEPTIONAL CLIMAX?
FEATURE
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MIPTV 2003 celebrates its 40 anniversary with a
series of exceptional events to mark the occa-
sion. An exclusive film that combines all the
magical moments of the industry over the past
40 years is being showcased in and around the
Palais des Festivals on large screens, on the shut-
tle buses, as well as being distributed on DVD to
all delegates. It incorporates highlights of inter-
views with key TV executives and celebrities,
major announcements, technological develop-
ments, events, and special contributions from
numerous MIP participants. 
Founded in 1963 as the first official television
market, the event attracted 327 delegates from
27 different territories, and has since evolved
into one of the world’s leading audiovisual
events, playing a pivotal role in the industry. The
market has grown in concurrence with the
deployment of  the advent of television from
both the standpoint of the hardware and the pro-
gramming need at an astronomical rate, with

MIPTV 2002 welcoming in excess of 2686 com-
panies from 92 territories worldwide, and
MIPTV 2003 estimated (at the time of going to
press) to attract more than 10,000 international
delegates.Reed Midem Organisation commis-
sioned a 40th anniversary poster designed by
internationally renowned artist Richard James
North. From his studio in Mykonos, North has
created a spectacular work of art. The poster
design, combining the magic of the television
industry with the Cannes landscape, features on
the MIPTV 2003 DVD covers and invitations.
Prior to MIPTV’s inception, the television indus-
try existed in a totally different framework out-
side of the concept of a "market". TV program-
ming was limited to a few hours per day and
barter constituted the only means of programme
exchange. As part of its line-up of conferences
and panels, MIPTV 2003 s a look at key formats
issues such as the return of the US formats busi-
ness, as well as exploring the whole creative

process involved in the development of success-
ful formats, and rights management issues.The
explosion of the DVD features highly on the
agenda. The 10th edition of Milia runs alongside
MIPTV from 26 – 28 March, this new synergy
expects to strengthen exchanges and partner-
ships between the global TV industry and the
new mediacommunity.
A new interactive space in the Marina Hall pro-
vides contacts between MIPTV’s global TV
audience and key new media decision-makers
from interactive content, games, interactive TV,
broadband and mobile networks. The traditional
MIP TV opening night party takes place at the
Martinez Hotel accompanied by a spectacular
fireworks display. Hotels and restaurants along
the Croisette, from the Palais des Festivals to the
Martinez, are providing a free flow of cham-
pagne as part of the anniversary celebrations. 

Commencing March 2003 in the UK,
the new Flextech channel FTN will
premiere Series 1 of Kath & Kim,
ABC TV's highest rating locally pro-
duced comedy series in prime time. In
Canada the Alliance Atlantis channel
Showcase DIVA start their run in
September 2003 of Series 1 and 2
exclusively.
MNET’s new pay youth channel
launching mid-2003, has licensed
Series 1 from June 2003 for South
Africa and other key African territories.
Kath & Kim has also been licensed to
New Zealand’s TVNZ and Singapore’s
TV 12. When the final episode of
Series 1 screened on ABC TV in July
2002, it peaked with a total viewing
audience nationally of 1.63 million

people. A second 8 x 30’ series 
is in production from April 2003.
The duo of Jane Turner and Gina Riley
will reprise their roles as mother and
daughter in their mercilessly detailed
world of bad hair, bad clothes and bad
ideas!
The Content Rights Management
(CRM) division of the Australian
Broadcasting Corporation (ABC) is a
centralized and cross platform unit
responsible for the business and man-
agement of Content and of Rights for
the ABC.
ABC Content Sales is a division of
CRM and manages global content and
programming sales. ABC Content
Sales represents Kath & Kim for
international television sales.

Kath & Kim 
Comedy Series

Picked Up Worldwide

MIP TV Celebrates 40 Years With An
Extravaganza Of Fireworks & New Innovations

For The Future Of The Worldwide Television
Industry & Emerging New Technology

PRODUCT PROFILE MIPTTVV 2003
Post - Impressionists, Available From A & E Entertainment

www.thebusinessoffilm.com 

International Business To Business Portal.

Direct Acces To 

Feature Film Companies,

Plus

Studios & Film Commisssions

With Available ‘Soft money’

For TV & Film Production & More...
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Alcatel Sponsors MILIA

PRODUCT PROFILE MIPTTVV 2002
Odd Socks, Available From Freemantle International Distribution

IFM 
Launch 
Grim

Weekend
IFM World Releasing Inc., has
acquired for worldwide distribu-
tion the new MOW horror/chiller
Grim Weekend which premieres
at MIP TV. Written by Carl Bonin
and Ken Hebert, Produced by
Bob Willems and Ken Hebert,
and Directed by Bob Willems,
Grim Weekend was shot on
location in Texas for Boke
Entertainment LLC. IFM
President Antony I. Ginnane
noted: "Our clients tell us
thrillers continue to be the most
efficient programming unit for
free and pay TV schedules. Grim
Weekend joins The Risen and
Turner Affair (both successfully
launched at the just concluded
AFM) heading IFM’s MIP TV
2003 line up." Executive VP Ann
Lyons added: "IFM’s business
plan calls for 10 new titles this
year. A number of the other 7 will
certainly be thrillers." IFM World
Releasing Inc. is the distribution
associate of IFM Film Associates
Inc., the US/Australian interna-
tional film and TV sales compa-
ny, headed by co-founders
Antony I. Ginnane and Ann
Lyons. The IFM team at Mip Tv
includes, Anthony J. Lyons (VP
International) and David
Makhlout (Director International
Sales) .

Adaptation of Literary Properties For 
The Big & Small Screen

TV producer Jon Slan and Scientific
Games Chief Executive Officer
Lorne Weil have formed Slanted
Wheel Entertainment Inc., a film and
television company dedicated to the
acquisition and adaptation of literary
properties and original published
works for the big and small screen.
Properties already optioned by
Slanted Wheel Entertainment include
the rights to several Governor-
General’s Award-nominated books,
the kids’ high seas adventure Charlie
Wilcox, written by Sharon McKay
(CBC); The Taste of Metal: A
Deserter’s Story, penned by
Montreal journalist Jack Todd (CBC);
and A Friend of the Family: The
True Story of David Snow, by

Alison Shaw. Novels being adapted
for CTV Television are: City of Ice
(John Farrow), now in development
at Alliance Atlantis as a feature film,
and Catherine Gildiner’s Too Close
to the Falls. Canadian writer and
director Sheri Elwood is currently
penning the screenplay adaptation for
a theatrical feature film of Too Close
to the Falls, and Eli Cohen has been
signed to direct the production.
Blizzard, an original dark ensemble
comedy-drama written by Brad Luft
to be directed by Jeff Beesley, has
newly appointed Director of
Development Rachel Rafelman to
oversee the day-to-day running of the
company. Says Slan of Rafelman’s
appointment: "Rachel brings to

Slanted Wheel Entertainment a strong
and deep understanding of the literary
world. Her impressive and consistent
skills at pinpointing the best new
book properties and original pub-
lished works make her a valuable
asset to the company’s growing
prominence in this arena." Slan added
that Slanted Wheel Entertainment
will aggressively seek out and devel-
op the highest quality literary proper-
ties and original screenplays, saying:
"There is a growing amount of mean-
ingful and impressive literature avail-
able in our culture". 
Jon Slan holds the position of
President of Slanted Wheel
Entertainment, while Lorne Weil will
serve as non-executive Chairman of

the new Toronto-based company.
Slan was formerly Chairman of
Paragon Entertainment for 20 years.
In 2000, he employed his strong liter-
ary skills and longstanding relation-
ships with both the publishing and
entertainment industries to success-
fully broker a partnership between the
Endeavor Talent Agency and
Bertelsman Publishing. Lorne Weil is
Chairman and Chief Executive
Officer of Scientific Games, the lead-
ing integrated supplier of instant tick-
ets, systems and services to lotteries,
as well as the leading supplier of
wagering systems and services to
pari-mutuel operators

Alcatel is the official sponsor of the
Broadband Programme, which
incorporates three main areas – The
Broadband Business Forum, and
Content Village – during MIPTV.
Demand for interactivity has
increased tenfold over the past cou-
ple of years. 
With more than 20 million ADSL
lines worldwide, Alcatel is a
renowned leader in broadband
access, and will attend MIPTV and
MILIA 2003 (which runs alongside

MIPTV for the first time) to present
the numerous broadband entertain-
ment solutions available for TV,
video and entertainment content
providers. Alcatel is also the sponsor
of the Broadband Industry Lunch.
The Marina Hall exhibitors unveil-
ing their latest interactive pro-
grammes and applications include
Open TV (U.S.), Scala Group (Italy),
IDP, Canal+ Technologies (France),
BT Broadcasting, Two Way TV,
Yoomedia and NDS (UK), Tatamia

Solutions and TVC Multimedia
(Spain).
Commented Paul Zilk, CEO, Reed
Midem, "We are thrilled with
Alcatel’s participation at both mar-
kets. The company’s presence clear-
ly marks the beginning of a new
wave of co-operation that will
strengthen exchanges and partner-
ships between the global TV indus-
try and the new media community."
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Asia Continues Its
Rebound For MIPTV

40th Anniversary
One hundred and thirty-one Asian
exhibiting companies at MIPTV
signal the continued recovery of
that region. The recovery began in
2001 according to statistics from
the Cannes television markets. Key
buyers, distributors and producers
from Korea, China, Japan,
Thailand, Hong Kong, Singapore
and Taiwan, attend the 40th
anniversary of MIPTV launching
an array of new product. Korea in
particular is promoting how the
country has embraced broadband
services and now has more than 10
million subscribers. Companies
from Korea include SBS, EBS,
MBC, Arirang TV, Eight Peaks, A9
Media, Kenny & Co
Entertainment, KIPA (Korean
Independent Productions
Association) and KOCCA setting a
40% increase in South Korean
exhibiting companies attendance.
The umbrella organization
KOCCA (Korean Culture &
Contents Agency) has increased
the size of its stand in order to
accommodate approximately 40
animation companies and 7 digital
broadcast services. The organiza-
tion is also orchestrating a number
of screenings of various 2D, 3D
and CGI animation productions
designed for television and the
Web, employing some of the very
latest technology, aiming to maxi-
mize exposure of Korean content,
encouraging networking with
international companies to create
new business partnerships, and

fostering an understanding of the
Korean culture. The Chinese par-
ticipation at MIPTV 2003 is now
set to break all records as one of
the world’s largest media markets.
The majority of exhibitors will be
concentrated in the new Marina
Hall, where CCTV’s China
International TV Corporation has
increased its stand space to present
its new drama, animation and fac-
tual programming, and is looking
to acquire US/European movies
and documentaries. Among other
Chinese delegates Beijing Radio,
Film and TV Group has a senior
delegation buying and selling for
the capital’s nine channels. Japan
based NHK commemorates its
50th anniversary this year, attend-
ing MIPTV 2003 with a selection
of special anniversary pro-
grammes. The line-up includes
Project Antarctic 2003, the first
live HDTV transmission from the
Syowa Station in the Antarctic.
NHK has also teamed up with
broadcasters from China, India,
South Korea, Malaysia, Singapore,
Thailand and Vietnam to co-pro-
duce Voyage to the Future. This
event invites children from 8 dif-
ferent Asian countries to board a
marine research vessel and carry
out various oceanographic scientif-
ic experiments in order to broaden
their understanding of the environ-
ment. Japan is represented at the
40th Anniversary of MIPTV by 37
companies. 

PRODUCT PROFILE MIPTTVV 2003
NZ Curious Wildlife, Available From HDH Communications

Alliance Brings 
Adolf Hitler 

To The Screen 
Alliance Atlantis Entertainment
Group launches the four-hour event
miniseries on Adolf Hitler directed
by Christian Duguay at MIPTV
2003. "This miniseries is an
extremely valuable and engaging
look into a time of Hitler's life that
has yet to be explored in this for-
mat and in this depth", said Peter
Sussman, CEO. "Because of the
tremendous scale and scope of this
project, we've given it a budget of
close to US$20 million and brought
in Christian Duguay to direct the
film. Given Christian's success
with us directing our Joan of Arc
miniseries, we knew he would be
the perfect choice."
The fact-based miniseries explores
Adolf Hitler's rise to power during
the years prior to World War II and
focuses closely on how the embit-
tered, increasingly xenophobic, and

militaristic German society after
World War I made that ascent pos-
sible. 
Filmed in Prague, Czech Republic,
the miniseries stars Robert Carlyle
as Adolf Hitler. The cast also
includes Stockard Channing, Jena
Malone, Julianna Margulies,
Matthew Modine, Liev Schreiber,
Peter Stormare, Friedrich von
Thun, and Peter O'Toole.The
miniseries will also focus on how
Hitler used his hatred of the Jews
and other minority groups to build
his popularity among the German
public, and premieres during May
2003 Sweeps on CBS in the U.S
The miniseries is an Alliance
Atlantis production, with Alliance
Atlantis' Peter Sussman and Ed
Gernon as executive producers.
The script was written by John
Pielmeier and G. Ross Parker.

PRODUCT PROFILE MIPTTVV 2003
JFK Available From A & E Entertainment
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The new Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles series is available world-
wide from Lacey Entertainment.
The new series sets itself apart from
the past by staying close to the orig-
inal comic book’s strong graphics
and rich stories, combining serious
butt-kicking ninja action and irrev-
erent humor. This exciting series
unfolds in a linear fashion, with
each episode setting up the next and
introducing a whole new generation
of kid fans to these pop ninja icons,
according to Brian Lacey.Launched
in 1984 as a 40-page comic book
created by Peter Laird and Kevin
Eastman, from the late 1980’s

through the early 1990’s the series
original animated adventures of the
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
was a hit worldwide. The new 26
half-hour episode series launched
in the US in early February on the
Fox Box, generating strong ratings.
International delivery of all
episodes will be ready for
September 2003. Lacey
Entertainment also manages inter-
national TV and home video distri-
bution for 4Kids Entertainment’s
productions including: Pokémon,
Yu-Gi-Oh!, Cubix, and Tama &
Friends.

Ninja Turtles 
Returns To Screens

For the first time at MIPTV,
Southern Star Sales launches two
versions of the pre-school smash 
Hi-5 – one featuring the original
Australian cast and the other being
the just-completed American ver-
sion. The Australian version (180 x
half-hours) of Hi-5 shows in
Australia, New Zealand and
Singapore and started on UK broad-
caster Five in January. 

In February, the American version of
Hi-5 (45 x 22) – filmed and pro-
duced in Australia with an American
cast – is scheduled to premiere in the
U.S. on the TLC network and the
Discovery Kids Channel as part of
the revamped READY SET
LEARN! Hi-5 is a Kids Like Us pro-
duction in association with the Nine
Network Australia.

The Muslims In Italy

Portfolio Premieres 
Toad Patrol At MIP

Rai Trade has a slate of titles in the
documentary category for interna-
tional buyers attending MIPTV
covering a wide variety of subject
matter, including religion, fashion,
culture, art history, education, cine-
ma and archaeology. Recent acqui-
sitions for international distribution
include Amazing History:
Saddam, a report by RAI’s news
channel TG2 about this controver-
sial personality; The Muslims in
Italy; and Blue Highways which
traces legendary highways through
the lesser-known parts of America.
Probably one of the key players in
the world of politics, peace and
ideas today, Rai Trade has for inter-
national distribution John Paul II:
God’s Stubborn Advocate, a time-

ly portrayal of stories linked to a
Pope who has made an impact on
the role of the church in today’s
world.
In addition Rai Trade offers a col-
lection of portraits on great person-
alities in Italy’s cinema. Roberto
Benigni: Chaos With Method,
documents one of Italy’s most tal-
ented directors, scriptwriters and
actors. Also available is the close-
up on Sergio Leone, a master of
westerns and narrative story
telling.The programmes come from
the best that Italy’s top broadcaster
RAI produces, and from national
and international independent com-
panies. 

Portfolio Entertainment has
acquired three new series for MIP-
TV – Bump, a gay travel and
lifestyle series; Toad Patrol, an ani-
mated action adventure show cur-
rently airing on Toon Disney in the
U.S. and Teletoon in Canada, (the
company acquired worldwide
broadcast and home video rights to
the series excluding Canada, U.S.,
Singapore and India); and Punch
Like A Girl, six behind-the-scenes
portraits of the women who are
punching their way into the – until
recently – impenetrable male-domi-
nated boxing ring. Bump, a 26-
episode half-hour series, targets an
alternative lifestyle audience with
snapshots of living gay and large
around the world. Filled with the
social scenes, haunts, and tourism
hot spots in urban centers like San

Francisco, Amsterdam, Miami,
Houston, London, Montreal and
more, Bump shows how to experi-
ence the best scenes in each desti-
nation. Bump is produced in asso-
ciation with Pride Television.
Portfolio Entertainment also pres-
ents Taipei Diaries, an episodic
serial that takes viewers on a jour-
ney into the "culture-shocked"
world of six young would-be
English teachers in Asia. The eight-
part program is written and directed
by filmmaker David Hansen and
produced by Stephen Onda of
WestWind Pictures. Portfolio
Entertainment is based in Toronto
and founded by Lisa Olfman and
Joy Rosen. The company’s pro-
gramming covers a wide variety of
genres, including lifestyle and mag-
azine. 

Hi - 5 On Two Continents

Hi-5 Two Versons availble at MIP TV
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Harmony Gold
Celebrates 20th

Anniversary 
Harmony Gold celebrates its 20th
anniversary at MIP TV 2003 with
new feature films Welcome to
the Neighborhood and The
Dogwalker, and a second season
of its South African produced
documentary nature series
Secrets of Nature. “After two
decades,” said Melissa Wohl, the
company’s Vice President of
Sales and Acquisitions,
“Harmony Gold remains commit-
ted to acquiring and distributing a

diverse roster of product, and
offering buyers programming that
meets their needs, is well pro-
duced and affordable. Our latest
offerings reflect this goal, which
is also underscored by the nearly
20-year popularity and resur-
gence on a global scale of our
animated series Robotech.”
While at the market, the company
will also  seek new and diverse
product for worldwide distribu-
tion.

New Reed Chief Zilk
Initiates Further Price

Freeze in Cannes
Following a series of meetings ini-
tiated by Paul Zilk, Reed Midem’s
new Chief Executive Officer, and
David Lisnard, Deputy Mayor and
President of the Palais des
Festivals, Reed Midem has
achieved price freezes and initia-
tives to provide better value and
reliable service to the 60,000
clients who attend its trade shows
each year in Cannes. Agreements
reached between Reed Midem and
the Palais des Festivals where
shows are held also extends to
embrace hotels, restaurants, beach
restaurants and taxi
associations.Paul Zilk said: "We
are delighted with the spirit of
cooperation and pragmatism we
share with our partners in Cannes.
The economic environment and
international nature of our clients
require us to pay special attention
to their needs. Today that means we
must help them to control their
spending while still providing
excellent service." The agreements
have been reached to reinforce the
image of Cannes as an ideal loca-
tion for professional events.
Specifics include a freeze of prices
in hotels and the Palais itself;
increased taxi capacity; commit-
ments of quality and customer serv-
ice by the restaurants, hotels and
taxis; plus a number of hotels will
no longer apply a minimum stay.
David Lisnard said: "The city of

Cannes and its hotels, restaurants,
beach restaurants and taxis all real-
ize that it is essential to offer relia-
bility and also good value faced
with strong international competi-
tion. We want everyone who
attends Reed Midem shows not
only to enjoy Cannes while they are
here, but also to go home feeling
they had received better hospitality
than anywhere else." The measures
will benefit attendees at MIPIM,
MIPTV, MILIA, MIPCOM and
MAPIC in 2003. Reed Midem has
already announced a freeze of its
prices for MIPCOM and MIPTV in
2003, and for MIDEM in 2004.
Many of the restaurants who are
part of the Syndicat des
Restaurateurs of Cannes will also
participate by proposing special
menus and a special restaurant
reservation service. Reed Midem
will maintain a 24-hour Hotel
Hotline to deal with any problems
linked to check in and check out,
and the City of Cannes has pledged
full cooperation to help resolve
eventual problems. Reed Midem is
part of Reed ExhibitionS, one of
the world’s leading organizers of
trade and consumer events with a
portfolio of over 470 events in 35
countries. Each year, RE brings
together over 156,000 suppliers
and 9 million buyers from around
the globe.

PRODUCT PROFILE MIPTTVV 2003
Hitler Miniseries, Available From Alliance Atlantis

Visit www.thebusinessoffilm.com THE BUSINESS OF FILM’S

Home on the internet, NEW International B 2 B Portal. 
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COMPANIES 

NEWS BRIEFS
Tremendous! 
Entertainment Inc.
has expanded its sales and distribu-
tion arm with the appointment of
Jane Durkee as its new Program
Sales Executive. Based in Minnesota
at Tremendous! Entertainment’s
headquarters, Durkee will report to
Colleen Steward Needles and work
closely with Germaine Deagan
Sweet, Vice President of Sales and
Co-Productions. Durkee attends
MIP TV for the first time in her new
role.
Durkee joined the company in 2000,
and is credited with producing sev-
eral of the company’s educational
series. The company’s catalogue
includes Garfield & Friends, and
Garfield’s 25th Anniversary Special
(currently in production). 

INDIGO launches Flyfishing:
The Film at MIPTV. Completed in
2002, Flyfishing made its debut at
HBO’s US Comedy Arts Festival in
March. Flyfishing is a romantic
comedy in which two men become
gigolos to earn some much-needed
cash. Produced by Shooting
Pictures, INDIGO has worldwide TV
and video rights excluding
Scandinavia where a deal has
already been signed. Based in
London, The INDIGO GROUP was
founded in 1998 by Paul Shields and
David Lawley.

In late February, The National
Association of Television
Program Executives
(NATPE)Educational

Foundation 
Formally opened its call for entries
for its annual Student Video & Film
Production Awards. Open to any
full-time, matriculated undergrad
college or university student, the
Student Video & Film Production
Awards recognize excellence in the
production of video or film projects
comprised entirely of original
footage. All entries, which will be
judged based on concept, execution
and creativity, must be submitted to
the NATPE Educational Foundation
on VHS videotape no later than May
5, 2003. Entries should be sent to
2425 Olympic Blvd., Suite 600E,
Santa Monica, CA 90404, Attn:
Student Video & Film Production
Awards. Winners will be announced
in June 2003. A $3,000 cash prize
will be awarded to the outstanding
entry along with a matching dona-
tion to the student’s academic
department.

UK 3DD Entertainment
is showcasing Cher – Living Proof –
The Farewell Concert 2003 directed
by the Emmy Award-winning David
Mallet of Serpent Films. In 2003
Cher was awarded the "Lifetime
Achievement Award" at the
Billboard Awards. Cher – The
Farewell Concert 2003 airs on NBC
April 03, and 3DD are the exclusive
worldwide distributor outside of the
U.S.

ABC Content Sales
at MIP TV is led by Australian natu-
ral history. From acclaimed film-

PRODUCT PROFILE MIPTTVV 2003
Terra Speranza, Available From Globo TV

@ mipTV

PRODUCT PROFILE MIPTTVV 2003
Kath & Kim Available From ABC Content Sales

MIPTT VV 2003
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In Tribute to Xavier Roy an extraordinary individual who joined the Midem Organization in 1968,
and under whose stewardship as Chief Executive Officer since 1989-2002 The Reed Midem
Organization has achieved unparalleled success, The Business of Film is proud to reprint

this article from the MIPCOM 1999 edition
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And ZDF Enterprises
have reached an agreement which
saw the launch of a jointly branded
The History Channel“-ZDF. The
weekly program block premiered
February 9 2003. Hosted by
acclaimed German historian Dr.
Guido Knopp, the ZDF History
Sunday slot will feature historical
documentaries with topics ranging
from ancient to contemporary histo-
ry. The History Channel now reach-
es over 150 million TV households
worldwide, in over 60 countries in

20 languages. 

March 7th was the deadline
set by The National Association of
Television Program Executives
(NATPE) Search Committee to find a
successor to the organization’s out-
going president and chief executive
officer Bruce Johansen. The
Committee will present its final can-
didate to the NATPE Board of
Directors for approval during the
association’s spring meeting in Los
Angeles on April 23rd. 
The committee was chaired by Lew
Klein who co-founded NATPE and
currently serves as president of its
educational Foundation. 

Twentieth Century Fox
Television Distribution
has available for international buy-
ers Baywatch Hawaiian Wedding, a
two-hour original movie for televi-
sion from Fox Television Studios.
Starring eleven of the original
Baywatch cast, Baywatch Hawaiian
Wedding is a Fox Television Studios

production.

Carlton America,
the U.S.-based television
arm of Carlton International Media
has acquired two new titles: Ice
Bound, starring Susan Sarandon,
and Profoundly Normal, featuring
Kirstie Alley and Delroy Lindo. Ice
Bound and Profoundly Normal
make their international market
debut at MIP-TV. Carlton
International oversees worldwide
distribution of all telefilms produced
and acquired by Carlton America.

Australian comedian,
Andrew Denton,
has joined Crackerjack, as creative
and company director. Denton will
work with Mark Fennessy, CEO on
the development of new projects,
lending his creative thinking to exist-
ing Crackerjack series, and creating
new productions – some of which he
will host – under the Crackerjack
banner. Andrew Denton commented:
"Working with Mark on the two suc-

cessful "Chaser" series was a great
experience. Crackerjack’s obvious
commitment to creating new and
challenging TV is why I’ve come on
b o a r d . "
Andrew Denton is currently working
on Crackerjack’s new sketch show
for Nine Network Austrailia, COME-
DY INC, which premieres in
Australia soon. Crackerjack is at
MIP-TV to talk with international
broadcasters about the worldwide
potential of the COMEDY INC .

COMPANIES @ mipTV NEWS BRIEFS

Rick Mischel

PRODUCT PROFILE MIPTTVV 2003
Flyfishing, Available From Indigo.
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Tremendous! 
Entertainment Inc.
has expanded its sales and distribu-
tion arm with the appointment of
Jane Durkee as its new Program
Sales Executive. Based in Minnesota
at Tremendous! Entertainment’s
headquarters, Durkee will report to
Colleen Steward Needles and work
closely with Germaine Deagan
Sweet, Vice President of Sales and
Co-Productions. Durkee attends
MIP TV for the first time in her new
role.
Durkee joined the company in 2000,

and is credited with producing sever-
al of the company’s educational
series. The company’s catalogue
includes Garfield & Friends, and
Garfield’s 25th Anniversary Special
(currently in production). 

INDIGO launches Flyfishing:
The Film at MIPTV. Completed in
2002, Flyfishing made its debut at
HBO’s US Comedy Arts Festival in
March. Flyfishing is a romantic
comedy in which two men become
gigolos to earn some much-needed
cash. Produced by Shooting
Pictures, INDIGO has worldwide TV
and video rights excluding
Scandinavia where a deal has
already been signed. Based in
London, The INDIGO GROUP was
founded in 1998 by Paul Shields and
David Lawley.

In late February, The National
Association of Television
Program Executives
(NATPE)Educational
Foundation 
Formally opened its call for entries

for its annual Student Video & Film
Production Awards. Open to any
full-time, matriculated undergrad
college or university student, the
Student Video & Film Production
Awards recognize excellence in the
production of video or film projects
comprised entirely of original
footage. All entries, which will be
judged based on concept, execution
and creativity, must be submitted to
the NATPE Educational Foundation
on VHS videotape no later than May
5, 2003. Entries should be sent to
2425 Olympic Blvd., Suite 600E,
Santa Monica, CA 90404, Attn:
Student Video & Film Production
Awards. Winners will be announced
in June 2003. A $3,000 cash prize
will be awarded to the outstanding
entry along with a matching dona-
tion to the student’s academic
department.

UK 3DD Entertainment
is showcasing Cher – Living Proof –
The Farewell Concert 2003 directed
by the Emmy Award-winning David
Mallet of Serpent Films. In 2003

Cher was awarded the "Lifetime
Achievement Award" at the Billboard
Awards. Cher – The Farewell
Concert 2003 airs on NBC April 03,
and 3DD are the exclusive world-
wide distributor outside of the U.S.

ABC Content Sales
at MIP TV is led by Australian natu-
ral history. From acclaimed film-
maker David Parer (Dragons of
Galapagos, Islands of the Vampire
Birds, Wolves of the Sea), ABC
Content has The Platypus – World’s
Strangest Animal. The film was pro-
duced by the Australian
Broadcasting Corporation and
Discovery Channel in association
with Telcast International GmbH.
Tasmania provides the setting for
two new natural history documen-
taries: Tasmania: 
Sanctuary or Trap and Tasmanian
Tales of Whales and Whaling which
tells how Tasmania was once the sec-
ond largest whaling port in the world
and how this global industry impact-
ed on colonial expansion.
AETN International

PRODUCT PROFILE MIPTTVV 2003
The Commander, Available From Minotaur

PRODUCT PROFILE MIPTTVV 2003
And Along Came Spider, Available From Indigo

Jane Durkee

COMPANIES @ mipTV NEWS BRIEFS

MIPTT VV 2003



M A R C H
FEBURAY 7 2003 – MARCH 2 2003
Gross figures are in US$

*total number of weeks on release is in parentheses

1.  Two Weeks Notice 17,431,641 4 414/416/413/396 10,387/8,488/5,833/4,496

2.  Catch Me If You Can 12,193,190 5 (4) 330/332/310/218 7,928/5,773/4,311/3,502

3.  Final Destination 2 8,240,472 4 467/415/335/275 8,280/5,493/2,919/1,986

4.  Treasure Planet 8,165,283 3 409/474/467 3,502/3,973/3,047

5.  The Wild Thornberrys 7,748,259 4 330/371/404/401 7,072/2,698/3,002/2,217

6.  Daredevil 7,634,375 3 384/387/321 8,204/3,957/2,452

7.  The Ring 7,517,673 2 396/398 8,847/6,696

8.  Chicago 7,011,676 4 (10) 297/330/334/354 4,807/3,896/2,950/2,485

9.  The Hours 4,001,770 3 209/219/204 4,758/3,830/3,293

10. Jackass: The Movie 2,070,457 1 340 6,090

LONDON BOX OFFICE ANALYSIS

The chart shows the grosses, number of screens and screen averages of the top films on release in the UK in the period Feb 7 to March 2. 

By showing the per screen average over the course of its run, the chart shows, for example, that The Hours was taking more per screen on fewer

screens than Daredevil or that Chicago had a higher screen average after ten weeks of release than Final Destination 2 after four.

WEEKS IN SCREENS OVER PER SCREEN
FILM TOTAL GROSS SURVEY* MONTH ON RELEASE AVERAGE OVER MONTH

Monitor

M A R C H

The Fellowship of the Ring
On release in the UK
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